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Introduction:  In [1], a first analysis of the OMEGA 
dataset reported the identification of strong absorption 
bands of Low Calcium Pyroxene (LCP) and High Cal-
cium Pyroxene (HCP). We noticed that strong LCP sig-
natures were associated with bedrock outcrops while 
strong HCP absorption bands corresponded mainly to 
dark sand. Here, we refine these first observations with a 
much more extended dataset, at varying spatial sam-
plings, and an almost complete Martian coverage. 

Data:  OMEGA, the near-infrared imaging spec-
trometer onboard Mars Express, has now almost covered 
the entire planet at kilometric resolution. 5% of the sur-
face has also been imaged at high resolution (up to 300 
m/pixel).  

This allows us to obtain both a global view of the 
general distribution of pyroxenes on the planet and the 
detailed location of the areas presenting strong absorp-
tion bands. We then use MOC and THEMIS images 
[2,3] to retrieve the geological counterpart correspond-
ing to the strongest bands of pyroxene. 

Method:  To map the distribution of pyroxene, we 
use a method based on the Modified Gaussian Model 
[4]. We use only the Short Wavelength InfraRed (SWIR, 
1.0-2.6 µm) wavelength range to avoid problems due to 
discrepancies in the spectra at the overlap between two 
detectors. We use a linear continuum, which is justified 
by the fits presented in [4] where the continuum is very 
close to linearity in the wavelength range considered 
here. We use two gaussians at 1.9 and 2.3 µm with a 
FWHM of 0.5 and 0.56 µm in agreement with [5], repre-
senting LCP and HCP bands respectively. We use a third 
absorption band centered at 0.95 µm with a 0.4 µm 
width, which has no physical significance on the wave-
length range of study, since it is not constrained on its 
shorter wavelength side, but which allows the fit to con-
verge.  

The fit using the same algorithm as [4], described in 
[6], with all the parameters free is time consuming, and 
it is not possible to apply it on the entire OMEGA data-
set. For this reason, we fix the band positions and 
widths. We check that this approximation is correct by 
applying the algorithm with all the parameters free for 
data of the Syr-tis Major area (region of the strongest 
absorption bands of HCP and LCP). The resulting maps 
are very consistent with the fixed approach and they are 
also very close to results obtained with other methods [7, 
8]. 

We then locate the areas of stronger HCP or LCP 
band depths, and retrieve their geological context using 
MOC and THEMIS images. 

Results: The strongest bands of HCP are found on 
the Syrtis Major volcano shield where they are associ-
ated with crater ejecta, and inside Valles Marineris. 
Other strong signatures are distributed among the dark 
terrains of the southern hemisphere.  

One possible explanation for the enrichment in HCP 
of crater ejecta on Syrtis Major is the existence of an 
HCP enriched layer at several hundreds of meters in 
depth [9]. A few other lava flows uncovered by dust are 
identified, and each of them shows an enhanced signa-
ture of HCP. This enrichment in HCP has implications 
on the melting temperature and the cooling history of the 
magma [7]. 

Valles Marineris is particularly well covered by 
OMEGA, and it is interesting to note that strong signa-
tures of HCP correspond most of the time to a dark sand 
cover on the floor of the canyon (Fig. 1). The HCP rich 
dark cover is sometimes very thin (no variation of 
THEMIS night time temperature). Other HCP rich dune 
fields are observed throughout the Noachian terrain. A 
preferential weathering of LCP relatively to HCP could 
explain that sand dunes appear richer in HCP than the 
surrounding basaltic crust [11]. This compositional dif-
ference could also result from transportation processes 
which tend to form dunes with particles of ~100 µm 
grain sizes [12]. 

Strong LCP signatures are always identified in the 
Noachian terrain. They are present in extended areas 
north of Syrtis Major and north of Terra Meridiani. Lo-
calized LCP signatures associated to ancient outcrops on 
the floor and in the walls of Valles Marineris are identi-
fied, as well as in an extended area south east of Capri 
Chasma. The outcrops in Vallis Marineris are very well 
covered by MOC and THEMIS images which reveal that 
the signatures are associated to bedrock and to mobile 
material originating from this rock (fig 2). This enrich-
ment in LCP is certainly related to the original melting 
temperature [7]. 
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Fig 1: HCP rich areas. Top: the floor of Gangis chasma is covered by sand dunes, with a strong signature of 
HCP.  Left, HCP band strength (Purple: 0%, blue: 2 %, red: 15 %). Right, THEMIS visible mosaic of the floor of 
the canyon. Bottom: in the case of Hebes chasma,  the HCP signature extends south of the canyon (full map on the 
left, subset reproduced and magnified on the right, bottom), while THEMIS night time temperature shows no varia-
tion (right, top), which proves that the material creating the HCP signature is present as a very thin coverage. 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Left: LCP band depth (blue: 0%, red: 15%). Right: mosaic of THEMIS visible and MOC images showing 
that the strong LCP signature correspond both to exposures of bedrock and sand covering this bedrock.
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